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ABSTRACT 

The booming volume of data generated by 

contemporary business users and consumers 

have created enormous data storage and 

management challenges. Cloud computing 

provides a way to enable massive amounts 

of data to work together as data-intensive 

services. Many users are moving their data 

to online storage clouds, where data are 

stored based on the pay-as-you-go model. 

The cost and access response time of data 

sets influence the quality of the service that 

requires the data sets. There are many cost-

effective approaches have been developed 

for achieving minimum cost benchmark. 

However, it may not be sufficient, if large-

scale applications have to run in a more 

distributed manner. In this project, for 

incorporating data transfer cost into 

minimum cost benchmark, an effective Ant 

Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm with 

Appriori algorithm has been proposed. ACO 

reduces the delay in accessing & transferring 

the data sets which paves the way to achieve 

a minimum cost benchmark. By using 

appriori algorithm, duplication of data sets 

after restarting can be avoided in case of any 

crashes in the cloud. Appriori algorithm is 

also used for retrieving frequent data items 

easily so that the cost for storing the 

infrequent large datasets can be reduced. 

This will drastically reduce the cost of the 

datasets storage along with the reduced cost 

of data transfer through ACO when there is 

a need of transferring data from one node 

into another node of the same or different 

cloud. 

INTRODUCTION 

A number of leanings are opening up the 

period of Cloud Computing, which is an 

Internet based expansion and use of 

computer knowledge. The ever inexpensive 

and more powerful computers systematized 

with the software as a service (SaaS) 

computing construction are transmuting data 

centers into puddles of computing package 

on a enormous measure. The increasing 

network bandwidth and reliable yet flexible 

network connections make it even possible 

that users can now subscribe high quality 

services from data and software that reside 

solely on remote data centers. Moving data 

into the cloud offers great convenience to 

users since they don‟t have to care about the 

complexities of direct hardware 

management.  

It can be used in any calculation and data 

exhaustive applications with different price 

models of cloud services. The overall 

random simulations and evaluate the overall 

outcomes of our approach by comparing 

with other characteristic storage strategies. 

In the direction of almost achieving the 

minimum data sets storage cost in the cloud 

we have developed an original runtime local 

optimization based storage strategy. 

Knowledge association between items in a 

great database of transactions has been 

designated as an important database mining 

problem. These connotation instructions are 

accessible in a compact form removing 

conclusion. Exclusion of termination in the 

association instruction set generated from 
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large item is an inspiring task. In this 

project, the data transfer costs are also 

reduced in order to maintain an overall 

minimum cost benchmark through a 

methodology named Ant Colony 

Optimization (ACO) with Appriori 

algorithm. In previous works, the 

researchers have used the concept of ACO to 

build upon a load balancing solution set 

within nodes of a cloud system. ACO can 

also reduce the delay in accessing the 

datasets in one cloud & apriori algorithm 

eliminates duplication of data sets. 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

In this paper, Data Dependency Graph 

(DDG), is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), 

which is based on data provenance in 

scientific applications was used. All the data 

sets once generated in the cloud, whether 

stored or deleted, their references are 

recorded in DDG. In other words, it depicts 

the generation relationships of data sets, 

with which the deleted data sets can be 

regenerated from their nearest existing 

preceding data sets [1]. Committing large 

volumes of rarely used data to storage 

wastes space and energy, making it a very 

expensive strategy. Cloud computing, with 

its readily available and flexibly allocatable 

computing resources, suggests an 

alternative: storing the provenance data, and 

means to recomputing results as needed. 

While computation and storage are 

equivalent, finding the balance between the 

two that maximizes efficiency is difficult. 

Once it has been determined that an end 

product can be recomputed, a cost model is 

invaluable in choosing the most efficient 

strategy for dealing with computed results. 

Marginal costs describe how much an 

additional unit of cloud service would cost at 

the present moment. The cost trends attempt 

to predict where the costs might be at a point 

in the future. Deciding when to store a result 

or when to rely instead on computation 

comes down to a cost-benefit analysis. One 

of the key challenges in balancing storage 

and computation is deciding who makes the 

decision regarding what is to be stored and 

what is to be recomputed; both end user and 

system knowledge are required for an 

informed decision. There are a number of 

factors, intrinsic to the result itself,  that 

must be taken into account when choosing 

whether to store or recompute. These result-

specific issues can be divided into low-level 

and high-level factors. Low level factors 

describe a system level view of how results 

are created, while high-level factors are 

based on the meaning of the result, and are 

often highly subjective [2]. This paper 

presents an integrated storage service called 

iCostale that reduces the overall cost of data 

storage through automatic selection and 

placement of user‟s data into one of many 

storage clouds. it intelligently transforms 

data based on its type, access frequency, 

transformation overhead, and the cost model 

of the storage cloud providers. iCostale 

combines well-known data compression 

techniques, a knowledge base of 

compression algorithms and cloud pricing 

schemes, and history of access patterns to 

reduce the end-user cost of using cloud 

storage. Instead of managing its own 

storage, iCostale uses storage from one of 

the many cloud providers. Users upload and 

access their contents in iCostale, which in 

turn stores them in the backend cloud. The 

goal of iCostale is to reduce the overall cost 

of data storage for its users [3]. ANDS and 

ARCS are developing services and 

infrastructure to enable researchers to 

publish their data. Research and analysis 

work in ANDS has identified a number of 

basic service functions that in most cases are 

required to enable the sharing and reuse of 

data through its publication. In order for the 

data to be discoverable and re-used, it is 

necessary to provide discovery information 

to enable a user to discover the existence of 
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a data collection, assessment information to 

enable a user to decide if the discovered data 

is of interest to them, and re-use information 

to enable a user to make use of the data once 

they have decided is of interest to them [4]. 

This paper describes a meta-negotiation 

infrastructure to establish global Cloud 

exchanges and markets, and illustrate a case 

study of harnessing „Storage Clouds‟ for 

high performance content delivery. As 

Clouds are designed to provide services to 

external users, providers need to be 

compensated for sharing their resources and 

capabilities. This paper has proposed 

architecture for market-oriented allocation 

of resources within Clouds. This presented 

various Cloud efforts in practice from the 

market-oriented perspective to reveal its 

emerging potential for the creation of third-

party services to enable the successful 

adoption of Cloud computing, such as meta-

negotiation infrastructure for global Cloud 

exchanges and provide high performance 

content delivery via „Storage Clouds‟ [5].  

EXISTING SYSTEM 

We have investigated the unique features 

and requirements of data sets storage in 

computation- and data intensive applications 

in the cloud. Toward practically achieving 

the minimum data sets storage cost in the 

cloud, we have developed a novel runtime 

local-optimization based storage strategy. 

The strategy is based on the enhanced linear 

CTT-SP algorithm used for the minimum 

cost benchmarking by taking into the 

consideration of users‟ (optional) 

preferences. Theoretical analysis, general 

random simulations, and specific case 

studies indicate that our strategy is very 

cost-effective by achieving close to or even 

the same as the minimum cost benchmark 

with highly practical runtime efficiency. Our 

current work is based on Amazon clouds‟ 

cost model and assumes that all the 

application data be stored with a single 

cloud service provider. However, sometimes 

large-scale applications have to run in a 

more distributed manner because some 

application data may be distributed with 

fixed locations. 

Disadvantages:  

1. New data sets may be produced in the 

cloud at any time and the prevailing data 

sets usage occurrences may also 

modification from time to time so that the 

storage approach needs to be activated rather 

regularly. 

2. The cost rate of storing a DDG calculated 

is a static value which is based on the 

evaluated data sets usage occurrences. 

3. The real cost rate for storing the data sets 

in the cloud is dynamic, and the minimum 

cost target is only a theoretical value at a 

particular moment in the cloud. 

4. For any algorithms, we can only calculate 

an approximate value of the total cost rate. 

 

Fig 1: System Architecture Design 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Typically, operators will know neither the 

particular location of their data the other 

sources of the data together stored theirs. 

The data you can find in a cloud from public 

source, which has minimal security fears, to 

private data comprising extremely searching 
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information. It using a cloud environment 

improves the business entities of their 

concern to ensure that proper security events 

in place for both their data and applications. 

The answers to this and other questions lie 

within the realm with most technological 

advances, controllers. Cloud computing 

presents an extension of problems practiced 

with the Internet. To ensure that such results 

are informed and proper for the cloud 

computing environment, the industry itself 

should establish clear and effective policy 

and governance to identify and implement 

proper security methods. We show that the 

quality of instruction sets from the Apriori 

algorithm for suggestion regulation mining 

can be enhanced by using Ant Colony 

Optimization (ACO) 

 

Fig 2: Flow Chart of ACO 

Probability can be calculated by  

 

The trails are updated by 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

From the prune operation graph, pruning the 

datasets by using apriori algorithm will give 

more accurate value than other algorithms 

like count-based apriori-gen function & 

HDO algorithms. This pruning effect stores 

only the most frequent datasets & thereby 

reduces the cost of datasets to a great extent. 

Thus pruning in apriori algorithm also play a 

major role in reducing the overall cost of 

data transfer and storage.  

 

Fig 3: Prune Operation Comparison 

From the below graph, the overall cost 

against the number of datasets is depicted & 

it varies related to many factors. From the 

graph, we can see that the cost is increased 

in the middle of the graph. It is due to the 

reason of moving datasets from one cloud to 

another cloud, if one cloud could not support 

the whole datasets of a particular 

application. Though the data transfer cost is 

reduced, there may be extra cost required to 

work on different clouds. 

 

Fig 4: Efficiency Analyisis 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The research on cloud computing becomes 

popular. This project is mainly inspired by 

the work in two research areas: Cache 

management and scheduling. With smart 

caching mechanism system performance can 

be greatly improved. The similarity is that 

we both pre store some data for future use. 

The difference is that storing is to reduce 

data retrieving delay but our work is to find 

the minimum application cost for data 

storage. Research in development focuses on 

reducing various “costs” for applications 

systems or data center networks. However, it 

is mainly on resource utilization while ours 

on the compromise between calculation and 

storage Investigators are exploring the cost-

effectiveness of using cloud. This is because 

comparing to the outdated distributed 

computing systems like cluster and cloud 

computing system has cost assistances in 

several aspects. The work in analyzes the 

cost benefits of cloud computing versus grid 

computing. The work also applies clouds‟ 

cost model and demonstrates that cloud 

computing offers a cost effective way to 

deploy technical applications. The work 

stated above mostly efforts on the 

assessment of cloud computing systems and 

the outdated detached computing 

decorations which shows that submissions 

successively in the cloud have cost benefits. 

They did not touch the issue of computation 

and storage interchange in the cloud.  
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